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SPROVER Surf Profiling Remotely Operated Vehicle



TEAM MEMBERS „ „ „ „



BRIAN SMETTS JEFF BIRMINGHAM NICOLAS DUGELAY NIRAJ PATEL



HISTORY „



„



Original ROV was designed to obtain a beach profile Never passed original pool test



FLAWS IN OLD DESIGN Housing designs • •



•



Transmission design • •



•



Instrumentation Housing Motor Housing Shaft connections Hub connections



Electrical design •



Inadequate tether for power transmission



OBJECTIVES „



„



„



Design and manufacture instrumentation and motor housings Create instrumentation to assist in the data collection of a beach profile Obtain a beach profile



INSTRUMENTATION HOUSING „ „ „



„



SPROVER’s cranium Cylindrical Shape Accessibility and convenience Room for future instrumentation



INSTRUMENTATION HOUSING



BODY SPECIFICATIONS „ „



„



6”, 2 ft section of PVC piping as shell Optimal diameter and length for buoyancy and instrumentation purposes Body wrapped in carbon fiber for waterproof seal at flange/body surface and strength



FLANGE,O-RING & BOLTS „



„ „ „ „ „



10.5” outside diameter—allows room for o-ring groove and bolt holes Bolt holes threaded with steel inserts 3/8-16 stainless steel bolts PTFE Dash # 442 O-ring Cast Acrylic End—transparency Waterproof connectors



FLANGE DRAWINGS



INSTRUMENTATION HOUSING



HOUSING SUPPORT CAGE „



„



„



Constructed out of two 3” x 72” x ¼” sections of sheet metal Rigid design with easy usage Strap to hold housing in place; enough strength to create neutral buoyancy effect



HOUSING IN CAGE PICTURE



MECHANICS „



„



„



Design and Manufacturing of Shaft and torque connections Design and Manufacturing of Motor housings Rectification and modification of current shaft housings and wheel hubs



SHAFT DESIGN „



„



„



„



Designed to rotate freely without the use of bearings Manufactured using Aluminum to prevent corrosion Designed with hub and coupling connectors for transmission of torque Designed with a factor of safety of 3 to prevent shearing of transmission



SHAFT AND MOTOR ASSEMBLY Hub connection Bearing-less shaft housing



Coupling connection



MOTOR HOUSING DESIGN „



Designed to: „ Allow rotation of motor shaft „ Allow easy assembly and disassembly of housings „ Fit on the existing vehicle



MOTOR HOUSING Flange design for easy assembly



Static O-ring for motor protection



CROSS-SECTION VIEW Dynamic shaft seal



Static O-ring for safety



COMPLETE TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY Shaft coupler



Shaft housing holster Housing connection



ELECTRONICS „



Electronics were divided into 2 parts: „



„



Control systems: obtained from previous teams Instrumentation: design and construction



CONTROL SYSTEMS „ „



7000 watts generator Tether: 500 ft – stranded „



„



Provides 110 V to the electric motors



Data cable: 500 ft – 6 conductor inclinometer „ BW camera „ motors controls „



INSTRUMENTATION „



BW camera „ „



„



Laser range finder „ „ „



„



to “see” where the SROV’er is going observe sea life to obtain the distance of the ROV from the beach can measure up to 800 yards 3 foot precision



GPS „



Provides a way to position the vehicle



INSTRUMENTATION „



Inclinometer „



gives the tilt and heading of the ROV



„



3-axis compass x-y axis sensor „ z-axis sensor „



„



2 axis accelerometer



INCLINOMETER „



Board designed using Eagle 6.1 software



„



Board manufactured by Advanced Circuits



„



Components added to the board



„



Microcontroller programmed using C language



INCLINOMETER SCHEMATIC (Eagle 6.1)



INCLINOMETER BOARD 2-axis sensor



accelerometer



1-axis sensor



INSTRUMENTATION „



All electronics were designed to fit in the housing



CONTROL SYSTEM Motors



Instrumentation



Motors



Motors controls



Control box



Inclinometer



Computer



Camera



TV set



TESTING 3 tests were performed to meet the design objectives ƒ Pool Test ƒ Ocean Test ƒ Beach Profile Test



POOL TEST „



„



Primary goal was to assure that mechanical aspect of the vehicle would work in a water environment Results: Instrument Housing had no leaks „ Motor housing had no leaks „ Transmission of electrical data to motor was successful with no short circuits or power loss „



OCEAN TEST „



„



Objective was to test the ROV under the exact conditions that it would face when obtaining a beach profile Results: „



All components work great together



BEACH PROFILE TEST „



Objective was to test the ability of the vehicle, equipped with instruments, to obtain a beach profile



PROCEDURE FOR BEACH PROFILING „



„



„



Attach a survey stick to the mast and set up survey scope Record height values and inclinometer data every ten feet Interpret the data



DATA INTERPRETATION „



„



We are able to obtain a rough measurement of the beach profile based solely on the use of the scope readings Using a correction based on the inclination of the vehicle, we are able to make a necessary corrections to determine the actual beach profile



CORRECTIONS „



Since the vehicle is inclined, the angle of inclination must be known to determine the actual height of the vehicle



THE BEACH PROFILE Profile of Beach 1 Mile South of Melbourne Beach Depth relative to waterlevel (ft)
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VEHICLE AND INSTRUMENTATION APPLICATIONS „



„



„



The vehicle is proven to take accurate and efficient profile up to 500’ from the shore Using the inclinometer along with a GPS system the position of the vehicle within + 1ft Provides a research platform for the study of biological, chemical, physical, and geological properties of the surf zone



LOCAL IMPACTS ON ROV „



„



„



Ready for use in the surf zone to begin mapping the Brevard coastline Can assist ecologists and engineers in the study of beach erosion along our coastline May also be used to gain a better understand of the movement of sand through the different seasons and years in the Brevard area



TESTING VIDEO



Questions



Next up is:



TEAM LOMAC
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check my fit in your car - Joie 

9-3 Sport Wagon (2005 - 2012). 9-3 X (2009 - 2012). 9-5 Estate (2005 - 2010). 9-5 (2011 - 2012). Seat. Alhambra (2010 >). Altea (2004 - 2011). Altea XL (2007 ...
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check my fit in your car - Joie 

It is suitable to fix into seat positions in most cars. The numbers on the diagram below correspond with the vehicle fitting positions listed in the following pages. It will fit vehicles with positions approved as ISOFIX positions ( as detailed in th
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check my fit in your car - Joie 

elevate™ booster check my fit in your car car seat-to-vehicle fit guide. Fahrzeugkompatibilitätsliste. Liste des véhicules compatibles ...
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check my fit in your car - Joie 

fix into seat positions in most cars. It will fit vehicles with positions approved as ISOFIX positions (as detailed in the vehicle handbook), depending on the category of the child restraint and of the fixture. Seat positions in other cars may also b
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check my fit in your car - Joie 

Les places assises d'autres voitures peuvent Ã©galement convenir Ã  ce siÃ¨ge auto enfant. En cas de doute, consulter le fabricant du siÃ¨ge auto ou le revendeur.
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check my fit in your car - Joie 

voitures. Les lettres du diagramme ci-dessous correspondent aux positions d'installation dans le vÃ©hicule rÃ©pertoriÃ©es dans les pages suivantes. Les positions ...
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check my fit in your car - Joie 

Golf Hatchback (2009 - 2012). Golf Hatchback MK7 (2012 >). Golf MK7 GTE (2014 >). Golf E (2014 >). Golf Plus (2009 - 2011). Jetta (2011 >). Lupo (1999 - 2005).
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Final Report - My FIT (my.fit.edu) - Florida Institute of Technology 

The high center of gravity and limited traction surface area of the wheels limits ... into the legs had never been tested together; as a result, once the lead weights .... D. 3/8 in. Pitch. 16. Table 2 : Raw Materials of Instrumentation Housing. 12 .
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Final Report - My FIT (my.fit.edu) - Florida Institute of Technology 

corresponding GPS unit to give an exact profile, but as the project ... in the machine shop for aiding in ideas of manufacture simplicity of the instrument housing ...
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Sentinel Fit 

Personnalisez votre application en activant et dÃ©sactivant les fonctionnalitÃ©s de votre produit de maniÃ¨re transparente. > Licences inviolables : Garantissez la sÃ©curitÃ© de vos licences tout au long de leur cycle de vie, depuis la crÃ©ation jusq
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Basic fit 

Un avis que partage Hilla Levy Aslan, coach sportive à l'Orange Bleue Strasbourg parc des. Forges. En un an, elle a assisté au départ de 20% de la clientèle de ...
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Basic Fit 

du territoire, l'offre de la chaÃ®ne nÃ©erlandaise low cost Basic Fit n'est pas passÃ©e inaperÃ§ue chez les professionnels du fitness en France. L'arrivÃ©e de ce nouvel.
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Fit 120H 

such requirements, with the current edition of the National Building Code, and / or ASHRAE's â€œGood Engineering Practicesâ€�. Fantech reserves the ..... living areas. Fantech heat recovery ventilators (HRV) that use a supply fan shutdown for frost p
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Form Fit Night Splint 

num Ãºnico doente e nÃ£o estÃ¡ recomendado para utilizaÃ§Ã£o em mÃºltiplos doentes. Caso ocorra algum problema com a utilizaÃ§Ã£o deste produto, entre.
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My Numbers, My Friends 

ing easy to state, are for the most part very difficult. Many are ...... shall concentrate only on the strong pseudoprime test, which is of. Monte Carlo type.Missing:
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Fit for a princess...? 

Meghan is still getting to grips with British manners. Rumours ... the correct forms of etiquette, which started out with things ... etiquette? 'With technology today,.
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Fit for a princess...? 

And who better to educate me than ... I'm more likely to be WhatsApping my mates then .... Afternoon Tea Bus Tour (from Â£55, london.b-bakery.com). For more.
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formation hbx get fit 
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Fit Guide Current 

When in doubt, call the Sky-Tec factory for confirmation. Installation of ... Sky-Tec will not warrant starter wear or damage on starters (or ...... CONT IO-520-BA.
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My Numbers, My Friends 

electronic adaptation, computer software, or by similar or dissimilar methodology now ...... For practical applications, we note: If sn â‰¤ 2sn+1 for every n â‰¥ 1, ...... n=1. 1 n2 Ï€4. 90. = Î¶(4) = âˆž. âˆ‘ n=1. 1 n4 Ï€6. 945. = Î¶(6) = âˆž. âˆ‘ n
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Liasse fiscale LIPTON FIT 

786 037. 694 137. 91 901. 1 357 630. 1 357 630. 38 367. 38 367. 374 119. 59. 374 059. 744 463. 744 463. 41 399. 41 399. 2 555 979. 59. 2 555 919. 3 342 016.
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Fit Guide Current 

Sky-Tec makes no claims that our. ST3 starter will ...... MHB-EO-26102 ...... One customer has called the factory to claim the NL will not fit on his Mirage. Dozens ...
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Fit for a King 

price does seem a bit overstated. how- ever, upon unboxing the unit things start to become more evident. Not least because you don't have any ordi-.
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Unloader Fit - DME-Direct 

patient in standing position and knee slightly bent. â€¢ A Correct DFS strap length will contribute to the right amount of unloading with SmartDosing setting around ...
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